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Yevgen POLOZHII
is a well-known writer, traveller, journalist, and editorin-chief of the “Panorama” newspaper (Sumy, Ukraine).
He is the author of 8 novels such as “Mary and Her
Airport”(2003), “The Guy Called God”(2008), “Towers
of Silence” (2009), "Kids of the Fish" (2014), "Ilovaysk"
(2015).

5 seconds, 5 days

Novel
176 pages
2016

At the end of August 2014 a few Ukrainian army units are surrounded
not far from Russia's border while conducting the anti-terrorist
operation in the Eastern Ukraine. Both the regular army and the volunteer
battalions are locked in the Ilovaysk besiegement and are trying to get out
through the “green corridor” that turns out to be a trap. Among those trying
to break through the heavy fire of the Russian troops is a LAMT (light-armed
mechanical trailer) with thirteen soldiers and crew inside it. They were brought
together by chance and a desire to survive this hell. There are no commanders
or senior officers between those people, and they are all equal in the face
of fate and death. Half of the soldiers are wounded, three of them cannot
move by themselves.The will to live has many allies – valor, scoundrelism,
courage, cowardice, sensibility, foolishness, treachery. It is in those worst
moments that a person shows their true face. But victory will always belong
to those who have not lost humanity, even if they are ready to pay the highest
price for victory – their own life. The events in the book have been
reconstructed by the author from the stories of witnesses — soldiers
of volunteer batallions. He has traveled across the country for a few months
after the Ilovaysk besiegement to meet theme events in the book have been
reconstructed by the author from the stories of witnesses — soldiers
of volunteer batallions. He has traveled across the country for a few months
after the Ilovaysk besiegement to meet them.
French sample translation available
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Beyond the Hill

Novel
208 pages
2010

Prizes

We all have our own Hills of memories where
Special Publishers' Choice
we often return to.
diploma in Novels Category
We all have our own humps of conscience
at the literary contest
Coronatsiya Slova
that lie heavy upon us.
(Crowning the Word), 2010.
We all have our own skeletons in the closets.
Almost every day the life-or-death fight, the
fight with the shadow of memories and
conscience, the fight for the right to be oneself awaits all of us on the boxing
ring of life. The right to abandon the Hill and the ring with our heads upright.
This is a simple yet deep story of a middle-aged Ukrainian boxer nicknamed
Grass Snake (Ukr. Vuzh) who is fighting for the long-desired World
Champion title in Vienna in about a month. As he is promised to be killed
shortly after the event, Grass Snake returns to his own life ring, to the Hill, a
place in one Ukrainian village where he have not been for over twenty years,
to meet his chief enemy. Grass Snake comes back to conquer his fear, to
shake off his hump of conscience, to defeat his eternal rival, and to find
himself, and, maybe, his love, in this fight.
Polish sample translation available
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Markiyan KAMYSH
Markiyan Kamysh is a Ukrainian writer,
representing a flow of Chornobyl's illegal
stalkers. He's been researching Chornobyl
Zone for the past six years, having spent
more than six months there in total, and
has walked more than 7,000 km within the
Zone. His first novel "A Stroll to the Zone"
was praised by reviewers as the most
interesting debut of 2015. The novel has
already been translated into French, and
was published by Arthaud (Groupe
Flammarion), a French publishing house.
Markiyan Kamysh is a laureate
of the international literary contest
"Granoslov-2015".

© Oleg Paskar

Kyiv-86
After Chornobyl's nuclear plant accident in 1986 a complete resettlement of Kyiv Ukraine's capital with a population of several million people - was quite possible. In
his novel, "Kyiv-86", the author has imagined how things might have turned out in
this case.
30 years after the accident a stalker guide leads Japanese tourists to their goal deserted Kyiv. Each tourist on the planet dreams to see it, but only a few dare to do
so. The author paints a vivid picture of an abandoned city with decorations of its
Communist past and depicts a clear image of battered buildings with quiet empty
rooms, where moth grows on carpets and frogs bathe in puddles on the roof under
young birches.
Novel
152 pages
Kamysh doesn't mourn for this lost Kyiv. He doesn't focus too much on describing
2016
the characters' adventures in estranged Kyiv, although the book's pages contain
some action, but concentrates on the narrator's reflection instead. The author
perceives the city as eternal perfection, like the perfect love that never grows old.
The text accentuates how close Ukrainian identity is with Chornobyl's theme and reminds how close
humanity is to the horror of world catastrophes.
English sample translation available
Contact to:
Astier-Pécher Literary & Film Agency (France) lpecher@pierreastier.com
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A Stroll to the Zone
Almost 30 years ago, on the 26th of April 1986, an accident occurred at Chornobyl
nuclear power plant (CNPP). Liquidators and firemen were able to prevent the
worst from happening, but Chornobyl region still remains a forbidden land. As all
taboos, it attracts adventurers who climb over the barbed wire in the middle of the
night to wander waist-high deep through swamps to abandoned places. They spend
weeks in Pripyat and are not afraid of wild animals anymore.

Novel
128 pages
2015

A Stroll to the Zone is the confession of an illegal Chornobyl tourist and stalker. It's
not just a simple instruction on how to get there and not just a shallow attempt to
describe the subculture. It's a tale for those who are always interested to see the
other side of the story. It's for those who long to feel the wraith of the forest at
night and the coldness of gaping holes in the abandoned houses, to touch the
swamps and see the red flashes of Pripyat's sunrises, hear the speechless and dead
silence of abandoned towns, and then be so happy about the homelike feeling,
when a blanket and hot tea are more important than anything in the world.

Here you will find an inside look at illegal tourism into the Exclusion Zone, a unique territory of
Ukrainian Polissya, existing for almost 30 years. The book will take its reader on a journey to the
emerald world of Polissya, into a magical country of romantics and criminals, policemen and law
violators.
The book is illustrated with photographs, many of which are unique since a lot of the Zone's significant
landmarks have been destroyed in the fire of April 2015.
English sample translation available
Contact to
all languages except Japanese:
Astier-Pécher Literary & Film Agency (France) lpecher@pierreastier.com
Japanese: Asako Kawachi asako@tuttlemori.com
Rights Sold

French language – Arthaud (Groupe Flammarion, published under the title La Zone).
Italian language – Keller Editore
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Artem CHAPEYE
is a restless adventurer and occasionally
a social activist. He left the militaristic
Academy of Security Service during antigovernment protests in 2001 in order
to start his education from scratch. While
studying philosophy, Artem worked as
a loader, a courier, a children's magazine
editor, a film translator, and a foreign
reporter.
Then he left his studies for a second time
for what turned out to be an 18-monthlong hitchhiking trip from northern USA to
Nicaragua and back. During the trip Artem
Foto: Rafal Komorowski. Creative Commons.
stayed and worked in a black neighborhood
of the Ninth Ward of New Orleans right
after hurricane Katrina hit, participated in Oaxaca riots and witnessed the Zapatista campaign
in Mexico, built a pseudo Siberia-style log house for a quasi-feudal landlord in Guatemala, and
ended up digging trenches for a living in Nicaragua. The trip ended up being the most
influencing event for Artem's worldview so far, and it resulted in his first book An Adventure
(2008), which quickly became a cult following among Ukrainian subcultures.
Artem was the founding member of Save Old Kyiv, a grassroots initiative to protect the
commons against for-profit development projects. He occasionally participates in other
campaigns, generally of left-wing and human rights nature.
Artem's short pieces, both fiction and non-fiction, have appeared in leading Ukrainian media
and Ukrainian franchises of international media, including Esquire, The Political Critique,
Korrespondent, Ukrayinska Pravda. Two of his short stories received the semi-yearly Gender
Equality Prize (Autumn of 2012) from both La Strada and Ukraine's oldest women's rights
organization Women's Informative and Consultative Center.
Artem is also a book translator, having translated works by Mahatma Gandhi, Edward Said,
and philosopher Charles Taylor. Artem Chapeye speaks English and Spanish.
He currently lives in Kyiv with his wife and their two sons.

The Migrant Flood
In his novel The Migrant Flood (2015), Artem Chapeye sympathetically, while with slight
irony, writes about migrants and xenophobia. The style of the book has been described as
“tragic simplicity” in a review by a critic and human rights activist.
The Migrant Flood is the story of the Tkachuk family where mother and father are forced
to go abroad to work while their two sons stay in Ukraine. The story moves back and forth
between fictional city Bily Sad (White Garden) and the countries where the Tkachuks work.
Sergi Tkachuk, the older son, becomes a member of the “White Wolves” neo-Nazi group
targeting migrants in Ukraine. The group members believe that illegal migrants “bring crime
and exotic diseases”, which is, incidentally, an actual quote from Ukrainian minister of the
Novel
interior.
The “White Wolves” beat and even kill migrants.
240 pages
At the same time Sergi's parents themselves work illegally in other countries. Yuri, the
2015
father, goes to the USA and reconstructs New Orleans after Katrina hurricane but comes
back failig to earn a lot. His wife Olga, once a promising young scientist, becomes a badante taking care of two
elderly women in Italy.
The story of the Ukrainian family is intermitted by stories of those migrants, mostly from Asia, the Middle East
and Africa who come to Ukraine.
The Migrant Flood is the fist part of Artem Chapeye's trilogy about Bily Sad city.
English sample translation available
+38 044 459 09 44. Contact person: Eleonora Simonova.
e-mail: e.simonova@nora-druk.com
http://www.nora-druk.com
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Red Zone

Prizes

In a world separated by guarded walls into rich secure
The book was shortlisted
“green zones” and poor unprotected “red zones”,
(top five) for BBC's Book
Anton Tsyperdiuk, a young lower-middle-class
of Year, 2014.
journalist from the Green zone, falls into the abyss.
The story is a first-person account.
The protagonist accidentally kills a private policeman, or so he thinks. He is forced to run
away into the scary Red zone where he won't be found, and learn to survive among people
on the other side.
Anton crosses a border illegally by riding a mule across a river, and in several days arrives in
Novel
Kyiv. The reader is able to literally follow the hero's movements on a map, first in Central
304 pages
2014
Ukraine and then in the capital. Most of the book takes place in Borschahivka, Kyiv's
poorest district, and Podil, Kyiv's most romantic one.
Although events are happening in a not-so-distant future, the plot is strikingly realistic. Most of the things the
protagonist describes, are common in modern Ukraine. The novel merely brings them to a new level — bad
roads getting worse, buildings of the twentieth century gradually degrading into crammed multistory slums where
several people share a single room in order to afford the rent, people owning advanced gadgets, side by side with
water and sewage pipes giving in, a deepening division between rich and poor, gated communities protected by
armed private contractors, slum evictions at the pretext of preparing for an international sports event. And all of
this goes on in a society calling itself a democracy.
The protagonist (like the author in real life) participates in the struggle against a for-profit development project
which would take away his friends' homes. During the riots he's isolated and becomes a homeless person, forced
(as the author once was) to live for weeks in a bread kiosk. The slum people achieve a temporary victory, only
for the final tragedy to grow even more bitter.
Red Zone, a high-voltage social novel, is the debut book of fiction by Artem Chapeye, Ukrainian author whose
latest non-fiction book In Search of Ukraine was among five shortlisted nominees for BBC Ukrainian's Book of
the Year. Red Zone is loosely based on the author's various experiences.
English sample translation available
Rights Sold

English language – Dalkey Archive Press

Travels with Mamayota: In Search Of Ukraine
Artem Chapeye spent several months on his
motorcycle named Mamayota, aiming to cover all
of Ukraine at one stretch of time, not missing a
single historical and geographical part of the
country. Half of this road trip was made together
with his wife Oksana, whom he affectionately
calls Camomile.

Social travelogue
272 pages
2011

Prizes
The book was shortlisted
(top five) for BBC's Book
of Year, 2011.

The trip and the book were partly inspired by John Steinbacks Travels with
Charley: In Search of America. Artem Chapeye explains that he could “feel” the
USA of the 1960s much better when reading Steinbeck's account than when
reading any amount of history books. Artem hoped this would also be true
about his account of present-day Ukraine.

Not content with just witnessing the country and recounting his many adventures, Artem makes
stops as frequently as possible with the aim to talk to people. Sooner or later in the conversation, the
traveler asks everyone the same two questions: “What is Ukraine to you personally?” and “What is
your biggest dream?”
English sample translation available
Slovenian sample translation available
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Larysa DENYSENKO
Larysa Denysenko was born in Kyiv in 1973 in the family of
the Lithuanian-Greek origin. She learned the Ukrainian
language when she began working for the Ukrainian Ministry
of Justice at the age of 23. Her academic achievements
include graduating from the Law Department of Kyiv National
University, Central European University in Prague and
legislative drafting courses at the Dutch Ministry of Justice.
Larysa Denysenko is a licensed attorney. Having worked in
legal offices of various levels of importance, including an international anti-corruption organization
Transparency International, Larisa entered the world of literature with her first publication Amusing Flesh
and Blood that won her a grand prix in the Ukrainian national competition Coronation of the Word in
2002. Since then seven of her titles including three children’s books have been released and received
national awards and high praise in press. Larysa’s literary strength is in a masterful examination of
human mind in her works of prose.
In 2010 Denysenko also worked on Ukrainian television and wrote for her column in the Women’s Journal
and two weekly chronicles Profile and Focus. Larysa’s passion is human rights advocacy that she puts into
practice by representing civil clients in the European Court of Human Rights..

Dances with Masks

Novel
212 pages
2006

Prizes
Women… They make the world and the world winds
around them.
The novel won the first
prize at Best Ukrainian Book
One is a stranger, an amnesia victim who lost her
competition of 2007 held
memory, consciousness, language, and nationality. She is
by Correspondent
in hospital…
magazine.
The second one is a venturesome Ukrainian girl Nelly
who has come to South Korea to meet her American
lover Michael; though she is doomed for something else …
The third one is a Korean-as-foreign-language teacher May Kim. She shares with the reader
her dairy where she reveals everything that should otherwise be left unsaid…
Women? They put on the masks while the dance betrays their secrets.
Contact to Semmelblond Script Agency ( http://semmelblond.com/)
English sample translation available
Rights Sold
Audio release rights reserved by A.E.L. Publishing House.
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Anton KUSHNIR
was born in 1983 in Kyiv, a city he loves, even though
his love sometimes takes on a perverse form. Tried
his hand variously at urban caving, urban exploration,
parkouring, stenciling graffiti, and so on. Completed
the School of Journalism at Shevchenko National
University in Kyiv. As a student, publ ished his first
writings in the Sviatiy Volodymyr literary almanac.
Then switched to literary criticism, publishing in
Dzerkalo Tyzhnia and Ukraina Moloda. Led a writers’
group called “Shabash.” Worked as a correspondent,
copywriter and editor-in-chief.
Now works on internet projects, running the
translitera.org blog, which focuses on book culture
and para-literary phenomena. Honorary mention in
the 2011 Koronatsia Slova (Coronation of the Word)
competition.
In 2011 was awarded by Debut of the Year prize f or
his first novel Urban Strike.

URBAN STRIKE

Novel
272 pages
2011

A story about young people coming into
Prizes
adulthood in the 1990s, fighting for space to
Honorary mention in the
live in their hometown of Kyiv after the fall
2011 Koronatsia Slova
of the Soviet Union and Ukraine’s
(Crowning the Word).
independence.
Debut of the Year 2011
An e-mail address he finds accidentally
changes the life of journalist Mike as he becomes active in a mysterious group
called Urban Strike that organizes daring escapades: football in an underground
river, a picnic on an electric pylon, protests against unhealthy fast foods.
Together with his new friends, Mike trashes stupid billboards and organizes
a street festival in an abandoned building. As tensions and risk rise, the young
people find themselves being pursued by suspicious hired guards and the police.
The question arises: is there a point at which you have to stop?
Contact to Nibbe & Wiedling Literary Agency www.nibbe-wiedling.de
wiedling@nibbe-wiedling.de
French sample translation available
Norwegian sample translation available
Russian sample translation available
German sample translation available
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Iren ROZDOBUDKO
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR MODERN UKRAINIAN
WRITERS, journalist, poetess, the author of more than
20 books for adults and children. Her novels are republished
each year. Recently, she has begun to work as a scriptwriter.
She is the winner of many competitions and prizes. Among her
brightest achievements are winning of first prizes at nation-wide
‘Crowning the Word’ (Ukraine, 2005) contest, Prince Yuriy
Dolgorukiy Literary Contest (Moscow, 2005), and 'Portal'
International Children Literature Contest (2007). In October
2008 the feature film Button adapted from Rozdobud'ko's script
won the prize for the best screen adaptation in the category
'Feature Film/Drama' at XIII International TV Festival in Bar
(Montenegro). “I love my readers,” said the writer. “When I'm
writing, I know who would read this text and I do my best for
the reader - each and every one.”
She was born in 1962 in Donetsk. She graduated from the journalism department of National Taras
Shevchenko University of Kyiv. She worked as a telegraphist in Donetsk department of TASS and in
house journal of Donetsk metallurgic plant, as a journalist and announcer of radio journal...
Since 1988, she has been living in Kyiv where she worked for several newspapers and magazines. She
also worked as a columnist at the first and third channels of National Radio Broadcasting Company. At
present, she is the Chief Editor of Caravan of Stories. Ukraine magazine. She has a grown-up daughter.

In 2012 Irene Rozdobudko was awarded by honorary award the GOLDEN WRITER OF UKRAINE. This
award honors authors, who well recognized by readers and whose novels were sold more than one hundred
copies in the form of paper books for the period from early 2000 to the present time.

Faded Flowers Get Tossed
The two women live in the Shelter for single theatre and cinema stars. They are the two
great actresses of the past (of WWII times). Edith Beresh is a bright and daring woman,
and Leda is meek and tender. Once they were rivals but had never met. They simply knew
of each other… and hated each other.
They also shared a secret: Edith’s husband, a famous dramatist and script writer, had
an affair with and later married Leda. All his life he loved Edith… who fell into disfavor
of the existing authorities and was repressed. Leda, who accidentally got into filming
business, on the contrary, was a lucky daughter of a Party worker. She was found by
a film director in the street and was eventually offered a role that Edith had rejected.
Now the elderly ladies reside in the Shelter and do not even know that they are
neighbours who live on the same floor.
Novel
Youth memories torture both.
288 pages
Stephania, a young caseworker takes care of them. She has her own troubles and
2017
tragedies. Stephania hates the elderly, but secretly hopes that they will favour her to
the drama school. Besides, her lover left her, and she fancies that life ended for her.
Stephania venerates proud and old Edith, but she has no idea of who the latter is.
Gradually, the girl begins her investigation and understands that she may become a nexus between the past
of these grand dames, may eventually reconcile them and let them understand that both of them are great and
can become friends rather than hate each other all their lives. Their lover is the one to blame as he was foul and
cowardly; it was he who betrayed them both…And it is the Time that will put everything into places…
English sample translation available
Rights Sold
Filming rights are reserved by Production U.A. Producer Company.
Russian language – Folio.
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The amulet of Pascalle
A new dweller arrives to a picturesque town high in the mountains, where virtually
nothing usually happens. She is to work as a servant for a mysterious Mr. Pascalle, who
names her Mrs Needle. Sometimes this gentleman invites friends over for a party – John,
a teacher, a blonde Veronica, weirdo Nicolas and others... The party plays a strange game:
one who receives a charm from Mr. Pascalle – a ball with a black rose in it, must leave the
town immediately. Each of them will live a life Mr. Pascalle conjures for them: Veronica
will become a famous singer, John – a well-known writer, Nicholas – a physicist, Federico
– a director. And what fate awaits Mrs. Needle? One day Mr. Pascalle hands her a green
notebook, and after reading it, the Needle suddenly remembers all her past life and how
she got into this strange place. She receives Pascalle's charm, and is placed into her real
life. Now she knows where her calling lies.
Novel
200 pages
2012

The Button
The main character of the novel Denys has a relaxed
Prizes
approach to life. He comes from a well-to-do family
which allows him to enjoy quick and futile love
The novel won the First
prize in Novels Category at
affairs. He had thought little about the logic
the literary contest
of relationships between men and women,
Coronatsiya Slova
or women's heart secrets until he met Yelyzaveta
(Crowning the Word), 2005.
(Elizabeth) Tenetska, a film director whose film
Madness had become rather infamous in the end
of Soviet era and had even been banned for its queer style. A passing meeting with
Tenetska at one Carpathian resort changes Denys's life drastically. While he cannot forget
her, Yelyzaveta has never taken this younger lad seriously.
During one night only, the lives of accidental lovers seem to be quite successful.
As for Tenetska, she lives to see from prison her dissident lover whose natural child she
bore and who deprived her of the opportunity to make a career in cinema. They get
married and soon he becomes a famous politician, while she starts her creative work. Yet,
Novel
despite this superficial success her life is not happy. The relationships with her husband
240 pages
soon turn into formality, and her contact with a talented though odd daughter is gradually
2005
lost.
Denys goes through bloody hell of the war in Afghanistan and at last returns to the capital to start working
as a successful businessman. One day he accidentally meets Tenetska with another young woman in a café.
However he does not have the courage to come to them, so his former lover does not recognize him. Denys
gets acquainted with the young woman Lika, but all his mind is filled with the thoughts of his Fair Lady and his
feelings are as ablaze as many years ago.
This drama turns into a tragedy when Denys marries Lika, Tenetska's companion and daughter…
No one dies in this sad story; there are even no suicides. However, the reading is no less horrifying and
the twists of the plot add to the dynamism of narration.
Contact to Semmelblond Script Agency ( http://semmelblond.com/)
English sample translation available
Rights Sold
Filming rights are reserved by Production U.A. Producer Company.
English language – Glagoslav Publications
Russian language – Folio.
Audio release rights reserved by A.E.L. Publishing House.
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Two Minutes of the Truth
Filming group of one of the TV channels goes on a business trip to shoot a story about
a literary festival. A female journalist and a male cameraman, who once were considered
as comers and dreamt of truthful journalism, lost their joy of creativity and principles.
On their way, they take along two losers, a deaf-mute waitress from a roadside café and
a painter in some village Orthodox church. Amazing metamorphoses happen to the four
in Ukrainian province, and they start to realize that live has a considerable value in itself.
This is a novel about forlorn people who walk along the brink of the good and the evil,
and at any moment they can choose either. The multilayered plot, characteristic of Iren
Rozdobud’ko’s pen, ends unexpectedly.
Novel
248 pages
2008

English sample translation available
Rights Sold
Russian language – Folio.

Early Janitor
The action of the novel takes place on Malta.
The story is narrated on behalf of the landlouper
who used to live in Ukraine but now came to Malta
from America.

Prizes
The novel won the First
Prize at Prince Yuriy
Dolgorukiy Literary Contest
in 2005.

He worked as IT programmer and musician, by
The book was shortlisted
nature he is a romantic and adventurer, but in fact,
(top five) for BBC-2007
he is a single idle representative of the 'lost
Book of the Year.
generation'. Michael got to Malta by accident. His
friend’s sport airplane crashed: the plane sank,
a pilot died and he fell into the sea. He has nothing to do here, and he is forced to take
a second-rate job: he cleans hotel rooms. At least it means he is busy.
Novel
... Once he finds an old book in Ukrainian in one of the rooms. It is Three Comrades by
132 pages
E. Remarque. This book offers an amazing virtual game with the woman lodging in
2005, 2010
the room. Michael notices a lot of details that make him understand the woman is his
congenial, and he falls in love with the image he creates.
At the same time, he gets into different adventures. He abandons his Malta lover, meets a friend who works as
an underwater archeologist and seeks Malta Gold Falcon. All this happens because of the book which returns
him to life and to the real him.
He ardently tries to find this woman. He recollects his whole life, which he would like to start anew. He is utterly
homesick.
In the middle of the game, when he finally makes up his mind to get acquainted with his countrywoman she …
leaves the hotel room. His friend-archeologist dies…
Michael is in agony with the losses.
But the stranger from the room leaves him the book. In the moment of despair, he starts to turn over the pages,
and on the last page he finds some numbers; yet another puzzle!
Having spent a sleepless night, he understands that this is a telephone number. What is more, it is his native
town number…
So he makes a choice to return back home. But what may the future hold?..
Rights Sold
Russian language – Folio.
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Twelve
or Raising women in conditions unfit for life

Novel
272 pages
2015

The author calls this work an allusory novel and presents it in such a manner that
the reader can stop in time. In the first section, the novel contains the stories of patients
at a psychiatric clinic where the heroine has just begun to work. In her job as
a “psychospeaker,” she is a kind of guide to the closed world of these patients. Her main
function is to simply listen to them. The patients’ tales are many.
At first, it seems that this is all the babble of sick people. But in time, the heroine begins
to see the inner workings of things and from that point on, everything external makes her
only weep or laugh. As she recalls her earlier life—the career as a successful writer,
the glamorous evenings, the small talk, the chase after fame and money—she begins
to understand that she needs to run away from this to some desert isle. The question
is only how many tickets she should get: in order to lead her own army, is it enough
to have 10 followers, or is the magical number still 12?
French sample translation available
English sample translation available

The Sixth Door
This is the story of the woman Anna-Maria from her birth till she is 40, in which
the reality is intermingled with her fantasy…
… When the girl was 6, she once painted a door on the wallpaper and went to have her
dinner, but when she came back she noticed that the chink of a door … glowed. In this
way she got into the other reality for the first time in her life – into a fairy tale… As she
became older she forgot all about it.
… The childhood ended very soon: her mother eloped with her lover to Paris, and her
father married another woman. Anna-Maria lived at neighbor’s. Afterwards, she went to
stay with her step-mother and step-brother Oleksa. Anna-Maria was a queer girl who
always dreamed about a different life and different reality. What she had didn’t suit her:
Oleksa humiliated her in different ways, her father drunk, her step-mother dreamed of
Novel
removing the useless mouth from their life, and Anna-Maria grew up too soon.
270 pages
Once, when she left home, she stayed with an old magician called Cagliostro in the circus
2005, 2010
for some weeks. The latter gave her a rat Alfonso. One day to spite her sister, Oleksa
threw the rat into boiling water…
Anna’s boy-friend died in the car accident on the eve of the night of love the girl had promised him. During
the burial, Anna-Maria remembered for the first time of the Door and painted it on the wall. And… she
entered it… and she got to Paris where her mother lived.
Anna-Maria and her friend Ada leave for the capital. Practical and well-to-do Ada brings Anna-Maria together
with the Dean’s son who rapes the girl. For her silence, Ada demands enrollment to the Institute…
…Twenty years pass by… Anna-Maria is a successful business lady who has overcome a lot of troubles. She
starts her ascent to the Door. Higher and higher…
She returns to her birth; and she is reborn behind that Door where there are no mistakes…
Rights Sold
Russian language – Folio.
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I Know That You Know That I Know
The world knows many like them from all over the world: those who are looking for
a better life in a foreign land. They smile warmly at their new hosts and look them in
the eye with hope, anticipating affection in this strange land. They adapt. They accustom
themselves. Sometimes one of them succeeds. Sometimes their eyes are opened and they
go back home. Sometimes they find new love. And sometimes they find death. The
landlady of one cottage in the small German town, Frau Schultze, watches her lodgers.
She knows much more about them than they do about themselves. But she only needs
one of them — to decipher a letter from the father of her child, who was shot to death
in far away 1945.

Novel
240 pages
2011
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Crime
Oleksiy VOLKOV
was born in 1965 in Ternopil. Completed the Ternopil Medical
Institute with honors and works as a surgeon at the Koziv Central
County Hospital. Began writing as a university student and favors
detective and horror stories. Member of the National Writers’ Union
of Ukraine. Won the Zolotiy Babai [Golden Bogeyman] Literary
Competition in 2002 and Koronatsia Slova (Crowning the Word) in
2005, and received Honorable Mention in the Grand Koronatsia
(Grand Coronation) competition in 2010.
Has published 8 books, among which are “The Performer” (2001),
“Journey into a Dead End” (2003, “Day of Departure” (2004),
“Amnesty for the Hacker” (2005), “Winner Take All” (2007) and
“Hospital in a Wasteland” (2008).

Dead Flowers
The character, a hospital surgeon, receives a notice that he inherited a house in an old
town of Galych. According to the will, he has to live in the house for a year without
changing anything there. He decides to move into this provincial city, settles into the
house and finds a job in a local hospital. However, his life is far from a calm one: the
house is certainly hiding a mystery of some sorts. Strangers arrive, who are willing to pay
any price for ownership of the house. In search of a reason for such offers, the character
investigates the death of his uncle, who left him the house, but he has to face threats and
danger. A floral pattern on an old carpet becomes a clue and a guide in his investigation.

Criminal
320 pages
2013

Emissary
The owner of Artist caffee receives a proposal from a stranger that he cannot deny.
Trying to escape, he unwillingly causes death of two people. Having arrived to the USA,
this person is forced to play a role of a mysterious emissary that someone has imposed
for him. The plot's cobweb borders on the brink of reality. Intrigues of secret services,
treacherous traps and amazing discoveries will not keep the main character from
achieving the dream of his life — to play in a movie based on his own script.

Criminal
288 pages
2012
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Like Tracks On Water
It’s six months since the search began for well-known writer Adrian Chumak, who went
off on a hunting trip and disappeared without a trace, along with his car and his hunting
dog. The search group persuades a retired criminal investigator to help them out. New
possibilities emerge and new hypotheses. But every breakthrough in the investigation
leads to bitter disillusionment: the traces dissolve as though salt on water. Do all
the members of the search group really want the writer to be found? The author keeps us
guessing until the very last page, skillfully and confidently unfolding this less-thanstraightforward story. Written in the classic detective format, this book offers readers
the real satisfaction of solving the psychological puzzles created by the author.
Criminal
352 pages
2011
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Andriy KOKOTYUKHA
A well-known Ukrainian writer, journalist, scriptwriter, the author of
48 fiction, non-fiction and books for children.
Andriy Kokotuha was born in 1970 in Nizhyn, Chernigiv Region, in
the family of a welder and a nurse, and dreamt of becoming a
librarian as a child.
He has a degree in Journalism from National Taras Shevchenko Kyiv
University. Andriy's first story was published in 1987, and his first
novel in 1991.
Researchers of Ukrainian mass literature name Kokotuha a father of
Ukrainian Gothic detective, although the author himself thinks that his texts are mote Neogothic, directly
linked to the burning social problems of Ukraine, and him turning to Gothics and folklore in general goes
in line with ancient Ukrainian literary traditions.
As a journalist, Andriy Kokotuha is in constant cooperation with popular Ukrainian newspapers,
magazines and TV-channels. His writings have received diplomas and awards at literary contests Golden
Babai, Berezil magazine, Word Coronation.
The Anomalous Zone novel was written after Kokotuha spent a season working as a TV-journalist and
scriptwriter for the TV-project Parallel World. Places with abnormal qualities and most of the mysterious
characters that the heroes interact with, have real-life prototypes.

In 2012 Andrij Kokotuha was awarded by honorary award the GOLDEN WRITER OF UKRAINE. This award
honors authors, who well recognized by readers and whose novels were sold more than one hundred copies
in the form of paper books for the period from early 2000 to the present time.

Anomalous Zone
Ukrainian Polissya. Zhytomyr villages abandoned after the Chornobyl disaster. They say
that in one of such villages unusual occurrences happen to people. First, they disappear,
but then they return having lost their memories.

Novel
248 pages
2009

This news becomes a great sensation for the yellow press. However, when a young
woman Tamara Tomilina really disappears in this anomalous zone and returns back
having lost her memory, the tall tale turns out to be the truth… The story gets more
complicated when it becomes known that Tamara is somehow connected to the murder
of a big Zhytomyr businessman. So when one more person disappears in this abandoned
Polissya village, Police Captain Serhiy Brazhnyk makes a decision to go to this dangerous
place by himself…
What horrible secrets are hidden in the deserted Polissya village? Andriy Kokotyukha will
tell you in his new novel. This book is a breathtaking story written in the best traditions
of roman noire and Ukrainian gothic prose. Beyond doubt, the unexpected dénouement
will become a real treat to any reader.
French sample translation available
English sample translation available
Contact to Astier-Pécher Literary & Film Agency (France)
lpecher@pierreastier.com
Rights Sold
French language – Michel Lafon
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The Legend of the Headless
The family life of a Kyiv attorney Larysa Gayduk failed; she is fed up with big city
life. To change something and to have a some rest, the young woman comes to
her friend’s in a small town of Podol'sk. But the peaceful life there turns to be
deceptive; a series of slaughters rock the town in Podol'e region. Larysa finds
herself involved into the investigation process. An attempt to find the answers to
the questions of how all these events are connected to the old local legend of the
headless, and who this ghost that haunts the old master’s stately home ruins is,
may cost heroine her life.
Novel
248 pages

Rights Sold
Filming rights are reserved by Film.Ua Producer Company.

2007

Criminal
280 pages
2008

Dark Water
Prizes
The quiet of recreation center on the Desna river
The novel won the First
bank was disturbed. In picturesque bay Tikhiy
prize in Novels Category at
the literary contest
Zaton fishmen are dying one by one under
Coronatsiya Slova
mysterious circumstances. Old people say that
(Crowning the Word), 2006.
this is a cursed place, where underworld power
reigns. But what if all this mysticism is
somebody’s doing, the result of perverse fancy or sly reckoning? An agent Vitaliy
Mel'nyk tries to find the answer to these questions. And as he approaches Tikhiy
Zaton, his life also becomes exposed to danger. What secrets does the dark water
conceal? The ending is unexpected, as always.
Andriy Kokotyukha's novel is a combination of detective and gothic narration
traditions.
Rights Sold
Filming rights are reserved by Production U.A. Producer Company.
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Full Moon
Prizes
It is the fall of 1944. Ukrainian Podillya, and
The book was shortlisted
military actions are already over. The front line
(top five) for BBC's Book
is far away, but it isn't quiet at all in the rear. In
of Year, 2014.
Sataniv village fear of Gestapo has given way to
being afraid of punitive operations by People's
Commissariat of Internal Affairs (PCIA). Moreover, the neighborhood is
terrorized by heavily armed criminals and deserters. And as if that wasn't enough,
people's dead bodies are found near the forest edges, and these people are bitten
to death by wild beasts. People say a werewolf has occupied a nearby forest...

Criminal
380 pages
2014

A wartime officer and a front-line soldier Andriy Levchenko sets out to solve the
satanic forest mystery. Along with him this dangerous game is played by a Stalin
camp break-away Igor Vovk, violent captain of PCIA Somov, deserter Zhora
Tepliy, and insurgents' leader Grim.
Their fates are tied into a tight knot, and each of them has a secret of their own.
Which one will be able to survive the fight with a werewolf?
A detective thriller in the popular retro-novel genre grabs your attention right
from the first pages. And the finale promises surprises unexpected by the author
himself, as he confessed.
English sample translation available
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List of translators from Ukrainian
English
Michael Naydan mnaydan@facebook.com
Petro Fedynsky Pfedynsky@yahoo.com
Svitlana Barnes sbarnes@sbarnesmedia.com
Patrick John Corness patrickcorness@yahoo.pl
Uilleam Blacker u.blacker@ucl.ac.uk
French
Iryna Dmytrychyn idmytrychyn@noos.fr
Oksana Mizerak mizoksan@aol.com
German
Claudia Dathe: claudia.dathe@uni-tuebingen.de
Maria Weissenböck maria.weissenboeck@gmail.com
Beatrix Kersten b.kersten@sprachgitter.de
Polish
Ola Hnatiuk ola.hnatiuk@gmail.com
Katarzyna Kotyńska kkot@poczta.onet.pl
Bohdan Zadura zadura@biuroliterackie.pl
Aneta Kamińska zapisz.zmiany@gmail.com
Anna Łazar annlaz@wp.pl
Anna Korzeniowska-Bihun anna.korzeniowska@gmail.com
Spanish
Oksana Gollyak golssana@gmail.com
Swedish
Dmitri Plax dmitri.plax@sr.se
Norvegian
Martin Paulsen martin.paulsen@if.uib.no
Hege Susanne Bergan hegesusannebergan@gmail.com
Dagfinn Foldoy dagfinn.foldoy@gmail.com
Finnish
Eero Balk eero.balk@kolumbus.fi
Italian
Lorenzo Pompeo lor_pompeius2000@yahoo.it
Giuseppe Perri Giuseppe.Perri@ulb.ac.be
Czech
Rita Kindlerova rita@centrum.cz
Serbian
Milena Ivanović ivanovic.milena@gmail.com mob.tel.+381 63 24 63 21
Tanja Gaev scienciaipsa@gmail.com mob.tel. +381 63 39 29 20
Dejan Ajdačić dejajd@gmail.com
Croatian
Damir Pešorda dpesorda@gmail.com mob.tel. +385989644100
Dutch
Alexandre Popowycz aibpopowycz@yahoo.com
Turkish
Omer Dermenci dermenci@gmail.com

